
 

Systems and methods for distributing targeted incentives to �nancial institution customers

Abstract

An incentive distribution system is used in distributing, tracking and redeeming product incentives
offered by manufacturers and distributors of consumer goods through a �nancial institution. A
�nancial institution distributes an incentives list to each of its customers, based on information
relating to the customers, containing the incentives relating to the category for which the customer
quali�es. Qualifying criteria includes transactional activity within the account held with the �nancial
institution distributing the incentives, demographic data relating to the customer, and various
account data. The system tracks purchases made by a customer at a participating retailer or
dealership and updates the customer's quali�cations based on these purchases. Further, the
�nancial institution acts as a redemption warehouse by debiting the accounts of the manufacturers
and distributors offering the incentives and crediting the accounts held by the retailers and
dealerships honoring the incentives.
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1. A method of processing an incentive being offered to a customer of a �nancial institution by a participant, comprising:

identifying the customer;

identifying an item associated with a transaction with the customer;

determining if the customer quali�es for any incentive in the transaction with the item;

receiving data on the incentive being offered to the customer, the incentive being selected based on an analysis of �nancial institution account transaction activity data of
the customer;

offering the incentive to the customer; and

completing the transaction of the item, wherein the completing comprises recognizing the incentive offered to the customer.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining if the customer quali�es for any incentive comprises sending a query to another entity, the query including an identi�cation
of the customer and the item.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the customer comprises identifying the customer through a payment method for the item.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein identifying the customer comprises obtaining credit card information.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein identifying the customer comprises obtaining membership card information.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein identifying the customer comprises obtaining smart card information.

7. The method of claim 3, wherein identifying the customer comprises obtaining debit card information.

8. The method of claim 3, wherein identifying the customer comprises obtaining information linking the customer with the �nancial institution.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating a summary of the transaction.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein determining if the customer quali�es for any incentive comprises identifying a second item associated with the transaction.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving �nancial institution account transaction activity data comprises receiving demographic data of the customer.

12. A method of distributing incentives to customers, comprising:
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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

receiving incentive information from participants, the incentive information specifying desired characteristics of customers receiving incentives;

obtaining rankings of customers of at least one �nancial institution, the rankings being produced by analyzing �nancial institution account transaction activity data of the
customers with at least one �nancial institution;

mapping the rankings of the customers with the desired characteristics of customers receiving incentives; and

identifying incentives to be provided to select customers.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising distributing the incentives to the customers.

14. The method of claim 12, further comprising tracking usage of the incentives.

15. The method of claim 12, further comprising validating the incentives.

16. The method of claim 12, further comprising redeeming the incentives.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the �nancial institution account transaction activity data comprises data associated with a plurality of account types.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the account types comprise at least one of: demand deposit accounts, interest bearing accounts, and loan accounts.

This application is a divisional application of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/880,430, titled “Systems and Methods for Distributing Targeted Incentives to
Financial Institution Customers,” �led Jun. 13, 2001 which is a continuation-in-part of co-pending non-provisional patent application Ser. No. 09/296,997, �led on
Apr. 22, 1999, entitled “System and Method for Coupon, Loyalty Reward Distribution or Promotion Targeting Based on Customer Decile Parameters, Category
Activity or Key Prior Behavior Using Financial Institutions Customer Database Parameters and Retail Delivery Network,” which claims priority to provisional patent
application Ser. No. 60/083,174, �led on Apr. 27, 1998, entitled “System and Method for Coupon, Loyalty Reward Distribution or Promotion Targeting Based on
Customer Decile Parameters, Category Activity or Key Prior Behavior Using Financial Institutions Customer Database Parameters and Retail Delivery Network,”
the contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[0001]

This invention relates to systems and methods for offering customer incentives and, more particularly, to systems and methods for targeting incentives to
customers of �nancial institutions based on each customer's �nancial or demographic data, or both.

[0002]

Retailers, distributors, and manufacturers use incentives of various descriptions to increase consumer purchases and foster consumer loyalty. One of the more
common techniques is a coupon which entitles the consumer to a discount off of the price of the goods or services. A common type of incentive with
manufacturers is a rebate through which the consumer can obtain some money back if they perform some additional step, such as mailing in a rebate form to
the manufacturer with proof of purchase.

[0003]

Manufacturers have traditionally used promotional vehicles such as newspaper, Free Standing Inserts (FSI), printed circulars, television, radio, billboards, other
forms of mass media advertising, and direct mail marketing techniques to reach consumers. In 1996, manufacturers of consumer package goods (CPG) spent
over $70 billion on promotional strategies designed to support their brands. A growing diversity of lifestyles and a profound expansion in the amount of
information delivered to increasingly fragmented consumer segments have contributed to brand proliferation and a perceived decline in brand loyalty. At the
same time, changes in the workforce, increases in the amount of advertising space available via television and shifts in demographics have made it harder for
manufacturers to use traditionally mass distributed and untargeted promotional methods to reach potential customers. Consequently, conventional advertising
and untargeted promotional strategies have become less e�cient because such efforts are reaching fewer potential customers.

[0004]

While CPG manufacturers have recognized the limitations of traditional promotional vehicles in reaching consumers e�ciently, such marketing tools remain
prevalent. Over 306 billion coupons were distributed in the United States in 1996. In comparison, only 237 billion coupons were distributed in 1986. While the
number of coupons distributed has increased, the redemption rate has decreased during the same period from an average of 2.8% in 1986 to an average of 1.8%
in 1996, thereby illustrating the limitation of this promotional tool. Even so, consumers have continued to recognize the value of coupons by redeeming them for
an estimated $3.7 billion of savings in 1996.

[0005]

As a result of the declining redemption rates for coupons, spending by CPG manufacturers on FSIs declined for the �rst time, from $7 billion in 1995 to $6 billion
in 1996. In spite of the decreasing effectiveness of the more traditional promotional methods, such as coupons and mass media, and the decreasing
expenditures by manufacturers on promotional methods and incentives, manufacturers have maintained the previous level of overall investment in brand
promotions by spending more of their funds allocated to promotions on more targeted incentive vehicles. Promotional spending through direct marketing,
including targeted free sample give-aways and other direct to consumer programs, increased 6% from 1990 to 1996.

[0006]

In order to more e�ciently invest in promotional items and to better communicate with potential customers, retailers have developed systems which identify
individual households by their product purchasing histories. These systems allow retailers to track and analyze their customers according to sales and pro�t
margins. Further, retailers have used these systems to reward the customers accordingly. CPG manufacturers have be willing to pay processing fees to system
or network providers upon realizing the potential of electronically issued discounts. These processing fees have included �xed amounts and percentages of a
discount amount. Typically, the processing fee has been paid after a redemption has been processed.

[0007]

In order to further increase the effectiveness of incentive programs, retailers have begun to institute changes in their approach to communicating with their
customers by investing in technology which improves e�ciency and inventory management. Advances in point of sale technology, in addition to increases in
checkout e�ciency and developments in price and inventory control, have provided retailers with a platform to identify their customer base. Through use of this
platform and these technological advancements, retailers have been able to develop programs that permit them to capture information about their customers'
purchasing habits and to communicate with targeted segments of their customer base.

[0008]

More recently retailers have shifted their focus to the 20% to 25% of their customer base that accounts for approximately 70% to 80% of their total sales. In an
effort to foster relationships with these customers, retailers have used loyalty-building frequent shopper card programs in order to establish a direct means of
communication with these most important customers.

[0009]

One such system is taught in U.S. Pat. No. 5,056,019 issued to Schultz et al. where an automated purchase reward accounting system automatically tracks the
purchasing behavior of consumers who are participants of a marketing program. Speci�cally, the marketing program disclosed in Schultz includes a booklet
having incentive rewards for participating customers who make purchases of speci�c quantities of each participating manufacturer's product, as designated in
the incentive book. The system tracks all purchases made by a consumer through the use of a consumer identi�cation card having a computer-readable
magnetic strip or, alternatively, a non-machine-readable consumer identi�cation card. The consumer identi�cation card is used to identify the purchases made by
participating consumers. Each purchase made by a participating consumer is stored in a data collector at the retail store. The stored consumer data is used to
compare the consumer's purchases with the incentives offered by the manufacturers in order to generate a reward certi�cate. Each participating customer
receives a reward certi�cate which re�ects all of the purchases made by the consumer of items corresponding with incentives offered by participating
manufacturers. The reward certi�cate may either be in the form of a check or a redeemable coupon capable of redemption at a participating retailer.

[0010]

While Schutlz teaches an automated method for tracking consumer spending at a retail store, Schultz does not disclose a method for tracking consumer
spending in multiple stores. In other words, the marketing program disclosed in Schultz is only available to track those consumer purchases made with a single
company with whom the consumer had taken the proactive step to join the marketing program prior to making the purchase. Thus, the program disclosed in
Schultz requires that a consumer obtain a separate consumer identi�cation card for each different company. Additionally, the system does not provide the
customer with cost savings at the point of purchase. Rather, the customer receives a reward certi�cate at a later point in time. Generally, such systems are not
as favored by customers who desire simplicity, convenience and immediate bene�ts.

[0011]

In an implementation of the system disclosed in Schultz, the redemption process was placed in the hands of a central management �rm or third-party
processing institution. The incentive program shifted the processing of the manufacturers' product discounts and redemption process from the retailer and

[0012]
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manufacturers to a third-party institution. This third-party institution controlled and managed the discount redemption process, provided an electronic
clearinghouse for discount redemptions, determined the consumers' behavioral purchasing habits, and issued additional discount rewards based on consumer
purchasing habits of the retailers' customers.
A de�ciency with this system was that retailers and manufacturers had to exchange their customer database information with the third-party processor
institution. This system did not excel in part because it did not take into account the security and proprietary concerns in providing customer databases
information to a third-party institution. Retailers did not, and do not, want manufacturers to have names and addresses or purchase histories of their customers.
If customer data were going to be sold, as the case with the Schultz economic model, the retail grocers wanted the revenue. Additionally, because of the control
the third party institution had on the data, the retailers and manufacturers were dependent on the third-party institution for controlling the product discount
redemption, statistical tracking, and reporting of their customer activity. This shifting of the discount processing responsibility was viewed by many retailers and
manufacturers as a fatal drawback.

[0013]

Yet another de�ciency with the implementation of Schultz was from the consumer's perspective. Many shoppers were reluctant to provide demographic data
and collectively found that the reward was small and not immediate. Their attitude was that if the manufacturer was going to give them a discount, give it to
them now rather than mailing them a rebate voucher later.

[0014]

CPG manufacturers and retailers are not the only ones to employ some type of incentive program. For example, incentive programs have been used by �nancial
institutions, speci�cally banks, in an effort to encourage increases in electronic transactions with customer accounts that are transaction intensive, thereby
reducing the workload associated with these accounts. U.S. Pat. No. 5,734,838 to Robinson, et al., describes an incentive program which rewards a customer of
a �nancial institution for making transactions with the institution through particular electronic means, such as an automated teller machine (ATM). A bank
customer participates in the incentive program by maintaining an incentive program account balance and receives incentive points for each electronic
transaction with the bank. For each electronic transaction, a customer receives incentive points with the value of the incentive points being based on the exact
type of transaction made by the customer. These points can be used to purchase or receive free products, such as free airline tickets or free services. If a
customer has insu�cient incentive points to receive a free airline ticket, the balance owed is debited against the customers incentive account balance. Robinson
states, in part, that objects of the invention are to encourage electronic type transactions as opposed to manual transactions and to encourage the transfer of
assets from transaction static accounts to transaction intensive accounts, thereby requiring additional services from the administering institution. Thus, the
system of Robinson is designed to generate more fees for the �nancial institution.

[0015]

The incentive program taught in Robinson focuses on a bank rewarding its customers for performing transactions electronically rather than manually, thereby
reducing the workload necessary to maintain the account while increasing the amount of fees generated as a result in an increase in the number of transactions
made with an account. Further, the system rewards customers for making particular types of transactions. For instance, the bank could program the system to
issue a greater amount of incentive points for transactions in which the bank charges customers a larger fee than for transactions which the bank charges a
smaller fee, or no fee at all. Thus, Robinson discloses a system capable of rewarding a bank customer with incentives that are issued based upon the type of
transaction made by that customer.

[0016]

While retailers and manufacturers have sought to increase the e�ciency of coupons, rebates and other incentives offered to consumers, systems available to
date have failed to effectively target consumers and distribute these incentives. For instance, these systems rely on customers to proactively enter marketing
programs for each retailer independently. Such a system lacks the convenience and the simplicity necessary to make the program desirable. Further, these
systems do not target new customers, but merely foster currently existing relationships with previous customers. Still yet, other systems which seek new
customers fail to make a determination as the likelihood of the person becoming a customer.

[0017]

The present invention relates to systems and methods for identifying at least one incentive for �nancial institution customers. The systems receive incentive
information from participants of the systems and receive data from �nancial institutions relating to the customer. The systems analyze a customer's �nancial
data and select the desired incentive from a plurality of incentives for the customer based on the results of the analyzing.

[0018]

The systems of the invention can be used for distributing, tracking and redeeming product incentives offered by manufacturers and distributors of consumer
goods, including food and non-food alike, to customers of a �nancial institution. A preferred system, referred to as an incentive distribution system, uses data
stored within the �nancial institution's customer database, the retail delivery network of the �nancial institution, and the automated clearinghouse of the �nancial
institution. The incentive distribution system can be implemented at any �nancial institution including, but not limited to, a commercial bank, a savings bank, an
investment bank, a mortgage bank, a mortgage broker, a thrift institution, a savings and loan association, a trust company, a credit/debit card company, a third
party bank data processor, a credit union, an insurance company, a brokerage �rm, a mutual fund company, or other similar type organization within the �nancial
service industry.

[0019]

The incentive distribution system is a technological advanced form of electronic targeted marketing and customer management which incorporates mass
marketing and micro-marketing methods. The incentives are distributed to customers of a �nancial institution using the �nancial institution's distribution
network and are offered to reward the customers for desired behavior, such as continued patronage of a brand at a level that improves a manufacturer's pro�ts.
Rather than using shelf-distributed coupons, purchase-triggered coupons, or card programs, the incentive distribution system enables manufacturers,
distributors, dealers and retailers to offer individually targeted, customer-speci�c purchase incentives to millions of consumers through the delivery networks of
�nancial institutions. The incentives may include, but are not limited to, discount coupons, rebate incentives, buy one get one free offers, product rewards and
frequent shopper rewards. Distributing these incentives through a �nancial institutions network produces a distribution channel that addresses more than 150
million consumers nationally.

[0020]

The incentive distribution system is structured to operate in an open architecture environment and on a fully scalable platform. The information stored within a
�nancial institution and its databases is updated in real time. The databases of each �nancial institution are capable of de�ning the incentives that are to be
offered to each customer of the �nancial institution. Each �nancial institution's database that is used as a customer database is updated and transmitted to
each participating retailer daily.

[0021]

The present invention can be used to implement a real-time interactive network within a �nancial institution's central computer system capable of tracking,
controlling, distributing, and redeeming product incentives provided by manufacturers and distributors through a network of participating retailers and
dealerships. Additionally, retailers and dealerships may also provide incentives. The product incentives are proffered and issued to the �nancial institution's
customers through a plurality of peripherals used by both customers and bank employees. These peripheral devices are used by �nancial institutions to provide
services and to support their customers. The peripheral devices may include devices such as automated-teller-machines (ATM), in-bank teller processing,
monthly account statements, customer service representative (CSR) account inquiries, direct mailings, telephone or call center home banking, PC or Internet
home banking, card-based credit, debit, or smart cards used over LAN and WAN networks, and others.

[0022]

The product incentives offered to customers of a �nancial institution can be categorized into decile reward levels. The decile reward levels are categorized
based on a customer's transaction activity, account data and demographic data. In turn, each decile reward level is offered to customers falling within the criteria
assigned to each decile reward level. Assignment of decile reward levels is determined by the marketing criteria speci�ed by each �nancial institution,
manufacturer, distributor, dealership and distributor.

[0023]

Once a customer of a �nancial institution receives an incentives list, the incentive distribution system tracks the movement of the customer through the retailer
or dealership network. Each transaction made by the customer is recorded by the retailer or dealership with whom the transaction was made and transmitted to
the �nancial institution. The incentive distribution system is implemented using a plurality of integrated databases located within �nancial institutions, retailers,
dealerships, current point-of-sale locations and order processing systems.

[0024]

When a �nancial institution customer has been detected at a retailer or dealership checkout location, a transaction log is compiled and communicated to the
�nancial institution. The �nancial institution's central computer system or designated outsourcing intermediary referred to as a system manager sorts the
transaction log in order to determine whether the transaction corresponds with an incentive offered by a manufacturer or distributor. A �nancial institution can
appoint a third-party company to manage and control the network administration. After sorting the transaction log, the �nancial institution's redemption system
manages and controls the redemption process between the �nancial institution, retailers, distributors, manufacturers and dealerships.

[0025]

One advantage that is realized by allowing the �nancial institution to control the redemption process is the reduction in fraudulent redemptions and the
miscalculation of the discount amount or percentage charge incurred by the manufacturer or distributor. The �nancial institution provides the retailers,
dealerships, manufacturers and distributors with access to an Automated-Clearing-House (ACH) system, or an equivalent electronic funds transfer system, to
transfer the redemption funds. In operation, the �nancial institution receives the redemption fee and automatically debits and credits the bank accounts held by
the retailers, dealerships, manufacturers, and distributors in a real-time environment.

[0026]



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
I. Overview

II. Platform Structure

The incentive distribution system assists �nancial institutions in attracting new customers, obtaining new interest-bearing accounts, offering inducements for
customers to obtain loans, providing means for cross-selling other �nancial products or services to their customers, and furnishing the institutions with new
revenue streams. Distributing consumer product incentives through a �nancial institution network can greatly increase the “coupon” redemption yield while
reducing the distribution cost to the consumer product manufactures and distributors.

[0027]

The incentive distribution system can motivate customers of a �nancial institution to use cards such as ATM, Debit, Credit, or Smart Cards as an alternative to
frequent shopper membership cards, or to use the aforementioned cards when a participating retailer does not have a frequent shopper program in operation.
Using a card listed above to identify a customer at a retailer's point of service (POS) checkout location is an alternative method of tracking a customer's usage of
the product incentives offered by the �nancial institution.

[0028]

The product incentives can be issued to customers in the form of a journal type incentives list or printer generated discount report. Such a format is
advantageous as compared with traditional discount “single” coupons because the report concisely details all of the incentives on one piece of paper. Further,
the journal type format for an incentives list is more effective and produces higher “coupon” redemption yields than traditional product discount distribution
methods. Moreover, issuance of the incentives through a �nancial institution's retail network yields a higher rate of redemption because customers of a �nancial
institution are particularly observant of information received from transactions issued by a �nancial institution. Therefore, the customer of a �nancial institution
is more likely to review and to take advantage of a list if incentives originating from a �nancial institution than incentives originating from another source.

[0029]

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and form a part of the speci�cation, illustrate preferred embodiments of the present invention and,
together with the description, disclose the principles of the invention.

[0030]

FIG. 1A is a block diagram of the incentive distribution system of the present invention.[0031]
FIG. 1B is a block diagram of the incentive distribution system of the present invention including a system manager.[0032]
FIG. 1C depicts a decile product discount database, a transaction activity database and a computer network contained within �nancial institutions.[0033]
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the decile discount distribution decision model.[0034]
FIG. 3A shows a block diagram of the components of the decile discount distribution system.[0035]
FIG. 3B is an example of an incentives list.[0036]
FIG. 4A shows the components of a retailer's POS computer system that is used to control and track the purchasing history of customers.[0037]
FIG. 4B shows an example of a transaction log for a manufacturer and a retailer.[0038]
FIG. 5 shows the components of the incentive distribution system which controls and tracks transactions made at a dealership.[0039]
FIG. 6 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via an automated teller machine.[0040]
FIG. 7 is a block diagram detailing the incentive distribution system within a �nancial institution.[0041]
FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the components of the reward database.[0042]
FIG. 9 is a �ow chart detailing a transaction occurring at a retailer.[0043]
FIG. 10 is a �ow chart detailing a �nancial institution's method of processing redemptions.[0044]
FIG. 11 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via a teller workstation.[0045]
FIG. 12 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via a monthly account statement.[0046]
FIG. 13 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via a customer service representative.[0047]
FIG. 14 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via direct mail.[0048]
FIG. 15 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via a telephone call or call center banking.[0049]
FIG. 16 is a �ow chart detailing a method of distributing an incentives list to a customer via a personal computer (PC) or through use of home banking via the
Internet.

[0050]

FIG. 17 is a �ow diagram detailing a government regulated system and network for processing manufacturers' product discounts and incentives.[0051]

This invention relates to systems that manage the distribution of incentives to customers of a �nancial institution. A �nancial institution may include, but is not
limited to, banks, credit unions, brokerage houses, and mutual �nd management groups. The systems employ the databases of a �nancial institution, or those
databases maintained by third-party processors for use in the �nancial industry, to determine which incentives should be extended to a customer of the �nancial
institution, a customer de�ned as all entities purchasing an a service, product or other item from the �nancial institution and includes, but is not limited to, an
individual or a corporation. The incentives are grouped into categories and distributed to customers based on predetermined criteria. The incentives available to
the customers of the �nancial institution may include, but are not limited to, discount coupons, rebate incentives, buy one get one free offers, product rewards
and frequent shopper rewards. Each customer receives noti�cation of the incentives within the category for which the customer quali�es. The incentives are
distributed to the customers through the �nancial institution's communications network, which includes, but is not limited to an ATM, direct mail, electronic mail,
monthly account statements, Internet access, a bank teller, a customer service representative (CSR), or a telephone communication.

[0052]

The systems preferably rank the incentives into categories, which may be decile rankings. The categories are established by the entity offering the incentive with
the intent of placing the incentives in the hands of consumers most likely to purchase the product and to become a repeat customer. Whether a customer is
eligible to receive the incentives grouped within a particular category is based on the customer's transactional activities regarding the accounts held by that
customer within the �nancial institution, the customer's demographic data and the customer's account data.

[0053]

The systems preferably further track, sort, and store the purchases made by customers of the �nancial institution. Speci�cally, purchases made by a customer of
a �nancial institution are tracked whenever a customer makes a purchase at a participating retailer and noti�es the participating retailer that the purchase made
is to be recorded within the system. These transactions can be tracked through the use of cards containing a magnetic swipe strips, visual identi�cation
numbers, or uniform product codes (UPC). Alternatively, the customer may notify the retailer of its individual number to be correlated with the transaction. Each
transaction made by a customer at a participating retailer is transmitted to the �nancial institution, or system manager, for processing and storing.

[0054]

Additionally, the systems act as a clearinghouse for those transactions made by customers which are eligible for the incentives offered. Speci�cally, the systems
use the databases of the �nancial institution, or those of a third party clearinghouse network, to debit the account of the entity offering the incentive and to credit
the account held by the entity from whom the item was purchased.

[0055]

A targeted distribution system according to a preferred embodiment includes a �nancial institution and all manufacturers, distributors, retailers and dealerships
participating within the incentive program, as shown in FIG. 1A. The �nancial institution includes a complex network capable of managing customer accounts,
determining customers eligible to receive groupings of incentives, determining the groupings of incentives, controlling the redemption process for the incentives
and storing the transaction information of transactions made by the consumers.

[0056]

In the preferred embodiment, the �nancial institution manages accounts held by its customers through the use of a customer database 1. Typically, the �nancial
institution manages multiple account types 2, including, but not limited to, demand deposit accounts (DDA) 3, interest bearing accounts 4 or loan accounts 5.
The system uses the transaction activity of the accounts held by the institution's customers in order to determine which incentives each customer should
receive, to assign an incentive level, and to calculate a decile ranking. The system is capable of distributing incentives which include, but are not limited to,
discount coupons, rebate incentives, purchase rewards, or other marketing incentives.

[0057]

Each participating manufacturer is prompted to submit an incentives matrix. The incentive matrix can be communicated to the �nancial institution directly from
the marketing and promotion department of the manufacturer, through the manufacturer's inventory distribution system 6 or through the distributor's product
distribution system 7. The incentives matrix may be generated by either a manufacturer's inventory distribution system 6 or distributor's product distribution
system 7. The product discount �les 8 or product purchase incentive �les 9 are transmitted by the manufacturer to the �nancial institution through a TCP/IP or
other communication protocol wide-area-network (WAN) 10. The WAN 10 provides the information technology (IT) that allows all of the participants in the
distribution program to be inter-linked through means of a common global TCP/IP or other communication interface. The network may transmit incentives either
in real time or through a batch communication process. The network communication is controlled within the �nancial institution by the network management
module 11. Typically, an IBM SNA/SDLC LU.6.2 protocol is used to inter-link the participants and to transmit the incentives to the customer. However, any
protocol capable of transmitting data may be used to connect the systems.

[0058]

In another embodiment, as shown in FIG. 1B, the incentive matrix can be communicated to a system manager 202 through the manufacturer's inventory
distribution system 6 and through the distributor's product distribution system 7. The product discount �les 8 or product purchase incentive �les 9 are
transmitted by the manufacturer to the system manager 202 through a TCP/IP or other communication protocol wide-area-network (WAN) 10. The system

[0059]
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IV. Data

V. System Diagram

manager 202 collects promotional data from at least one of the manufacturers and retailers, or both. The system manager 202 may transmit incentives to a
�nancial institution either in real time or through a batch communication process.

The incentives offered by participants and conveyed to the consumers by a �nancial institution may include, but are not limited to, discount coupons, rebate
incentives, buy one get one free offers, product rewards and frequent shopper rewards. Participants are those entities or individuals offering incentives and may
include, but not limited to, manufacturers and distributors. The system modules used by the �nancial institution to produce decile rankings and to distribute the
incentives are integrated through a common computer data bus or network system 12 that controls the �nancial institution's information systems (IS) network.
The �nancial institution's network may include, but is not limited to, an Ethernet, a Virtual Private Network (VPN), an IBM Token-Ring network convention, or other
local area network. Preferably, the incentive distribution system operates in an on-line environment. However, the incentive distribution system is equally capable
processing off-line transactions which are a part of a �nancial institution's proof department end-of-day reconciliation process.

[0060]

After a �nancial institution receives incentives from participating manufacturers and distributors, the manufacturer discount/incentive database 13 and the
distributor discount/incentive database 14 are established within the incentive distribution system. The �nancial institution controls distribution of the incentives
by �rst mapping distribution of the incentives to a decile discount/incentive database array 15. The ranking of each transaction 16 is a decision made by each
participating �nancial institution individually.

[0061]

In another embodiment, the system manager 202 receives incentives from participating manufacturers and distributors rather than a �nancial institution. The
system manager 202 may be composed of an entity that is distinct from the manufacturers, distributors, or �nancial institutions, such as an independent
company. Further, the system manager 202 may be a subsidiary or a division of a �nancial institution, a manufacturer or a distributor. The manufacturer
discount/incentive database 13 and the distributor discount/incentive database 14 are established within the system manager 202. The system manager 202
controls distribution of the incentives by �rst mapping distribution of the incentives to a decile discount/incentive database array 15. The ranking of each
transaction 16 is a decision made by the system manager 202.

[0062]

The decile product incentive database 17, as illustrated in FIG. 1C, includes all products corresponding to incentives offered by participating manufacturers,
distributors and retailers. Each product is assigned a particular type of incentive together with the degree of incentive. For instance, product A of the decile
product incentive database 17 may be assigned a 30% off coupon, a buy one get one free incentive, a rebate of �ve dollars off the customer's next purchase of
the same product or any other marketing incentive. Each product is assigned a decile level by the �nancial institution. Alternatively, the product may be assigned
a decile level by the system manager 202. The products are assigned decile levels based upon the level, amount and type of transactions made by each
customer regarding the accounts held by the customers with the �nancial institution.

[0063]

Alternatively, the manufacturers, distributors, dealerships and retailers may decide in which category their product and corresponding incentive should be placed.
In this fashion, the decision to place a product into a speci�c decile category may be based on the customer's demographics, including, but not limited to, the
customer's age, sex, location of residence, boat owner, car owner, college age children, occupation, income bracket or other criteria. The decile product discount
database 17 stores the decile level for each product together with the corresponding discount, incentive, or rebate offered at the participant's discretion. In one
embodiment, the decile product discount database 17 is located in a �nancial institution. In another embodiment, the product discount database 17 is located in
a system manager 202. The criteria used to assign these incentives is based upon each �nancial institution's objectives which may include motivating their
customers to certain transactions over others or promoting awareness of speci�c �nancial product or service offerings.

[0064]

The decile system is intended to consolidate the incentives into groupings or categories in order to more effectively distribute the incentives to the customers
most likely to take advantage of the incentive, thereby creating or fostering a relationship between the customer and the retailer, manufacturer, or distributor.
Alternatively, the ranking system may include divisions other than a decile system. For instance, the system may categorize the incentives through a list
including two divisions or any number of divisions greater than two. Thus, the decile ranking system may include more or less than ten categories and may be
differently designated.

[0065]

Data includes all information relating to a customer of �nancial institution including, but not limited to, �nancial data, which further includes statistical data and
account activity, total assets, total liabilities, number and type of accounts, and lines of credit. The data also includes customer demographics which includes,
but is not limited to, the customer's age, sex, location of residence, boat owner, car owner, college age children, occupation, and income bracket.

[0066]

The �nancial institution and the participating network of manufacturers, distributors, dealerships and retailers determine the decile levels assigned to each
customer of the �nancial institution based on the customer's transaction activity stored in the �nancial institution's customer database 1. Additionally, the
�nancial institution, manufacturers, distributors, dealerships and retailers may determine to offer an incentive to a customer based upon the statistical data of
the customer and known by the banking institution, as shown in FIG. 1C. In another embodiment, a system manager 202 assigns the decile levels to each
customer of a �nancial institution based on the customer's transaction activity.

[0067]

The transaction activity database 18 is divided into three tiers: 18(A) network transactions list, 18(B) statistical transactions, and 18(C) account transactions.
The network transactions list 18(A) includes a partial list of different transactions which may be conducted by a customer and tracked by the �nancial
institution. In another embodiment, the tracking of the customer's transactions is completed by the system manager 202. The �nancial institution may also
correlate the transactions made by the consumer with the statistical data of the consumer 18(B). Thus, the manufacturers, distributors, dealerships and retailers
may distribute incentives to the customer based on the personal information of the customer, including interests, assets held such as, but not limited to, a boat,
an automobile, or a house, family life or other factors which in�uence purchasing decisions made by consumers. Further, the manufacturers, distributors, and
retailers may target a speci�c age group by correlating a discount to the age group and further correlating the discount to a decile level.

[0068]

Additionally, the transaction activity database 18 stores the type of account activity 18(C) conducted by a customer. For instance, it is advantageous for a
manufacturer, distributor, dealership or retailer to have the ability to target a customer based upon the type of transaction made. Speci�cally, a manufacturer
offering an incentive relating to a product used in home renovations would probably like to target a customer who recently took a second mortgage on his home.
Further, a retailer may want to target all those customers who make numerous transactions through an ATM in order to target consumers more likely to make
impulse purchases. Thus, the account activity 18(C) portion of the database allows an entity offering an incentive to target distribution of the incentive based on
various account criteria.

[0069]

The network of communication paths 19 is a list of the means by which a �nancial institution may communicate with an account holder. Further, this network of
communication paths 19 may used to distribute the incentives to the customer. Alternatively, the incentives offered through an embodiment of the instant
invention may be offered to a customer of the �nancial institution through any means of communication available to the institution.

[0070]

In operation, a customer receives incentives once the customer satis�es the pre-established requirements associated with a decile level corresponding to the
particular incentive. For instance, if a �nancial institution determines that a 30% decile level corresponds to consumer activity of 20 or more ATM transactions in
a single month, then a customer performing 20 ATM transactions within a single month would receive the incentives corresponding to the 30% decile level.
Alternatively, the determination of a decile level could be made by a system manager 202. Further, if a manufacturer selectively targets customers that are
between the ages of 35 to 40, then the manufacturer may place its incentives within the decile level corresponding to an age bracket of 35 to 45 years old. The
account activity section 18(C) of the transaction activity database 18 uses each customer's account types or account activity, or both, to calculate which decile
level the customer should receive.

[0071]

In addition to providing a ranking system, the system includes a method of distributing incentives to the customers via the �nancial institution's existing network
of Automated-Teller-Machines (ATM) 30, teller workstations 31, monthly account statements 32, customer service representatives (CSR) 33, direct mailings 34,
call center home banking 35 and PC/Internet home banking 36. The decile discount distribution module 20 controls the distribution of incentives via the network
12.

[0072]

The decile discount distribution module 20 controls the decision making process of correlating a decile reward level with each customer based upon account
type, account activity or other such criteria, as shown in FIG. 1A. The decile discount distribution decision model 21, shown in FIG. 2, controls the relationships
between the incentives, the ranking of a customer's transaction activity in the decile system and the monitoring of the customer's transaction activity in real time.
The discount/incentive database 22 stores the incentives received from the manufacturers, distributors, dealerships, and retailers. Thereafter, the incentives are
stored in the speci�c decile levels within the decile discount database 23. As set forth above, these decile levels are used by the �nancial institution to determine
which incentives are to be distributed to a customer based upon the customer's transaction activity, customer demographics or other account data. In another
embodiment, the system manager 202 uses the decile system set forth above to determine which incentives should be distributed to a customer using decile
levels. The transaction decile ranking database 24 interacts with the �nancial institution's customer application database 25 to correlate each customer's
transaction type and transaction activity with the decile levels established in the decile discount database 23. The system modules that control each customer's
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transaction type 26, transaction activity 27, and transaction variations 28 are logically related to the customer application database 25 through the virtual
database query module 29. The transaction variation module 28 measures the transaction activity in real time and adjusts the decile levels based upon a
predetermined transaction variation range. The virtual database query module 29 retrieves the customer transaction activity information from the �nancial
institution customer database in order to determine a customer's decile level. Virtual Database Query modules 29 may be the report generation, or data
warehousing and data mining system provided by a system manager 202 or a similar module stored on the central computer system used by the �nancial
institution.
The decile discount distribution module 20 of FIG. 1 includes the computer components depicted in FIG. 3A. Speci�cally, the decile discount distribution module
20 includes a virtual device “Server” application (VDS) 37 that receives commands and data from a host or PC-host 38, host application-program-interface (API)
39, or communication API 40. The VDS application 37 provides the necessary data conversion for the physical devices 41 used by a �nancial institution's
customers. The VDS application 37 interfaces with various computer architectures supported by the �nancial services industry. Further, the VDS application 37
structure is a virtual system which enables the VDS application 37 to control and manage each special protocol session required by the physical devices 41 in
order to distribute the incentives. When a session begins with a physical device 41, the VDS application 37 downloads all required con�guration parameter �les
before opening a session. User-de�ned con�guration parameter �les are reformatted by the application and transmitted to the physical device 41. Asynchronous
events are handled by the VDS application 37 using the data queue 42 entries.

[0074]

The VDS application 37 monitors the activity generated by each peripheral or sub-system within the �nancial institution network. Once a customer has been
identi�ed as communicating with the �nancial institution, the VDS application 37 searches the transaction decile ranking database 24, as shown in FIG. 2, in
order to determine the discount category for the customer using the decile discount distribution decision model 21 of FIG. 2. The decile discount distribution
module 20 interprets the transaction activity parameters and measures a customer's incentive decile level. After determining the decile level, the VDS application
37 interrogates the decile discount database 23 to determine the group of incentives corresponding to the decile level. The system then maps the incentives to
the physical device 41 and to the network being used by the customer. Alternatively, the functions depicted in FIG. 3A could be completed by a system manager
202.

[0075]

The incentives list 200 may include a single incentive or a plurality of incentives depending on the form of delivery which may include, but is not limited to, using
an ATM 30, a bank teller 31, monthly banking statements 32, a customer service representative 33, direct mail 34, a telephone 35, or a PC/Internet 36. The
incentive distribution system is capable of distributing incentives in the form of a journal printer receipt format, as shown in FIG. 3B. The incentives list 200 is
used to inform a customer of the incentives being offered to that particular customer. The incentives list 200 is an e�cient tool for distributing multiple
incentives to customers in a bundled, concise and manageable fashion. This method of communicating incentives to consumers reduces waste normally
associated with traditional coupon discount methods such as free standing inserts, in-store coupon dispensers, or coupon kiosks. An incentives list 200 is
presented to each customer in a receipt format that allows the customer to immediately understand the incentives offered by each participating manufacturer,
distributor, dealership, and retailer. The format of the incentives list 200 may be modi�ed based upon the speci�c peripheral or system being used by a �nancial
institution customer. Each incentives list 200 generated by the �nancial institution computer network may also include a disclaimer such as “the value of the
discount list is not more than 1/64 of one cent” or other similar statement in order to comply with all applicable law.

[0076]

The speci�c peripheral or system used by each customer will determine the presentation of each customer's incentives list 200. For instance, a receipt
generated by one brand and model of ATM may differ from a receipt generated by another model of ATM. Further, an incentives list 200 included within a
monthly bank statement may differ from the list generated by an ATM. Thus, the incentives list 200 disclosed is format independent.

[0077]

The incentive distribution system is also capable of generating bar coded manufacturer product discount coupons. This bar coded discount incentive coupon
method may be generated using current ATM and Laser Printer technology or any method of printing or producing tangible coupons. For instance, ATMs
manufactured by Diebold, NCR, Fujitsu/ICL, Triton Systems, Tidel Engineering, and Siemens-Pyramid are capable of generating and distributing CPG
manufacturer coupons. These current systems are designed as stand-alone modules and have no interconnection with the �nancial institution's computer
system or each �nancial institution's customer database for determining manufacturers' product discounts or incentive rewards. However, each is capable of
distributing the incentives list to a customer using the ATM.

[0078]

The systems of the present invention can be used to track and to control the redemption process. Speci�cally, the redemption of incentives can be tracked and
controlled through a participating retailer and dealership network. Additionally, the incentive distribution system is capable of tracking the redemption process
via the computer network used by retailers and dealerships in order to automate the purchased products redemption cycle. Further, the incentive distribution
system controls the communication of incentives that have been redeemed at a retailer or dealership between the entity validating the incentive to the customer
and the entity offering the incentive. These redemptions are then communicated to the �nancial institution's network.

[0079]

Each retailer or distributor participating in the �nancial institution's network is directly integrated into the �nancial institution network as shown in FIG. 1A. Each
retailer's in-store point-of-sale (POS) computer system 43 and each dealership's order processing computer system 44 are directly connected to the �nancial
institution's product discount reward network.

[0080]

FIG. 4A shows the components of the retailers POS computer system 45 used to control and track each individual customer's purchasing history. The POS
computer system 45 controls, in real time, the processing of the manufacturer's coupon redemption, the processing of a frequent shopper membership card
program, and the generation of the customer's purchase receipts through the peripherals attached to the POS computer system 45 which includes, but is not
limited to, bar-code scanners 46, magnetic stripe readers 47A, smart card readers 47B, POS data entry keyboards 48, and receipt printers 49. These peripherals
interact with data �les, including product �les 50, customer �les 51, discount �les 52, and frequent shopper �les 53, which are used to track and control a
customer's purchasing activity through a POS computer system 45. Products which are purchased are tracked with a standard bar code Universal Product Code
(UPC) speci�cation. The UPC speci�cation convention is integrated into the retailer's POS scanner 46, magnetic stripe or smart card 47 peripheral devices.
Alternatively, each purchase could be tracked through the use of a product tracking system other then the UPC system. The customer may be identi�ed using the
method of payment for the item being purchased, credit card information, membership card information, smart card information, debit card information or other
sources of information identifying the customer. Once the customer is identi�ed by the POS computer system 45, all products purchased, and discounts
received, by that customer are stored in a frequent shopper �le 53 associated with that customer. This frequent shopper �le 53 becomes part of the frequent
shopper history customer database. At the conclusion of the checkout process each customer receives a store receipt 49 identifying the discounts and frequent
shopper bonus points received.

[0081]

The customer purchase activity module 54 stores the purchasing activity of each customer. The network management module 55 communicates the purchasing
activity of each retail customer to the �nancial institution. Each customer participating in the incentive distribution system is assigned a unique identi�cation
code that is used to track the customer's �nancial activity. This customer identi�cation code is used by the �nancial institution to provide security and privacy,
and to maintain anonymity for each customer. The customer purchasing activity module 54 controls the comparison of a retailer's customer to the customer's
identi�cation code. When the customer has been identi�ed as using a participating retailer's POS, a product transaction log is compiled that shows a customer
ID, manufacturer ID, a UPC product code, and the date of purchase. This product transaction log is immediately transmitted by the network management module
55 to the �nancial institution.

[0082]

Examples of these transaction logs are shown in FIG. 4B, which includes both retailer and dealership transaction formats. Further, the formats depicted in FIG.
4B are used by participating manufacturers and distributors in the incentive distribution system to communicate the product discount �les for the manufacturer
8 and distributor 9, as shown in FIG. 1A. Each type of transaction is packaged in a standard TCP/IP format or other similar format. The transactions conducted
with the manufacturers, distributors, dealerships, and retailers become part of the information frame portion of the TCP/IP packet. Thus, the �nancial
institution's computer database and network is an integral part of the manufacturers' and distributors' data warehouse and decision-support system.

[0083]

FIG. 5 shows the components of the incentive distribution system used to control the product discounts used at a dealership. A dealership may include a seller
of consumer goods, including, but not limited to, automobiles, airplanes, motorcycles or boats, appliance stores, electronics stores, computer stores or other
similar avenue of commerce. A dealership order processing computer system 60 tracks and controls the product discount redemption related to the incentive
distribution system. Customer purchases are recorded using a series of peripherals including a data entry terminal 61 and a magnetic stripe or smart card reader
62, which are attached to the order processing computer system 60 for handling both verbal and credit card transactions. A receipt printer 63 produces receipts
listing the products purchased and discounts received. Files including, product �les 64, customer �les 65 and discount �les 66 are used to track the purchasing
history of each customer's transactions and are controlled by the order entry processing system 60. Similar to the retailer components shown in FIG. 4, the
customer purchasing activity module 67 and network management module 68 control the tracking and communication of the product purchased at each
dealership.
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The system records which incentives are distributed to each customer of the �nancial institution. Additionally, the system stores all transactions made by a
customer with a participating retailer or dealer. These �les may be stored in numerous places including, but not limited to the system manager's databases or
the �nancial institution databases. The system is capable of generating numerous reports for manufacturers and distributors analyzing the productivity of the
incentives offered. Alternatively, the functions depicted in FIGS. 4A and 5 could be controlled by a system manager 202 communicating with the POS system or
a POS device. A typical POS device could be the Credit Card Terminal located at the POS station. Through use of the �nancial institution's debit card, a system
manager 202 could identify and verify incentives of the �nancial institution's customers at the POS station.

[0085]

The incentive distribution system uses transactions made with ATM, debit, credit, or smart card technologies to identify and track customer movement between
the �nancial institution, retailers, and dealerships. These �nancial institution cards provide an alternative to the retailer issued frequent shopper membership
card. The customer purchasing activity module 54 intercepts electronic transactions in order to process a customer transaction log. The system interfaces with
the national and regional networks of Master Card, Cirrus, Visa Plus, The Exchange, NYCE, MAC, Tyme and other similar systems though use of ATM, debit cards,
credit cards, and smart cards in order to monitor the transactions from each participating retailer or dealership in the incentive distribution system. In order to
track customers utilizing the card technologies listed above, the incentive distribution system provides identi�cation codes for each customer of a �nancial
institution in the incentive distribution system and supplies these codes to each card supplier used by the retailer or dealership network. This identi�cation code
may use a standard industry format including a customer ID, a customer name and a customer personal identi�cation number (PIN).

[0086]

The systems also preferably act as clearinghouses. A �nancial institution may use the incentive distribution system in order to act as a clearinghouse for
redeeming the incentives. Speci�cally, a �nancial institution may use the electronic funds transfer (EFT) network 58 and the network redemption invoicing
module 57 to debit and credit the �nancial accounts held by each participating retailer, dealership, manufacturer and distributor. For instance, a �nancial
institution may use the Automated-Clearing-House network (ACH) or other electronic funds transfer network, such as an electronic commerce network an
electronic data interchange of the Internet, to process the redemptions.

[0087]

The Automated Clearing House (ACH), as shown in a �ow diagram in FIG. 17, is a government regulated system and network for processing manufacturers'
product discounts and incentives. The ACH network is capable of processing payment of a manufacturers' product discounts and is capable of processing fees
associated with the network of participating retailers and dealerships. Using the ACH network greatly reduces time requirements, increases accuracy, reduces
costs and deceases fraud associated with traditional clearinghouse methods.

[0088]

After a product discount is redeemed 170, the discount information is sent to a �nancial institution's or third party's ACH processing center 171. Preferably, the
discount transaction is formatted 172 in an ACH standard de�ned by the National Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA) prior to being transmitted
over the ACH network. Presently, NACHA is the governing group that controls the rules and regulations for ACH processing. However, in an alternative
embodiment, the discount transaction may be formatted in an ACH standard at any time prior to being processed by the ACH. Furthermore, the transaction may
be formatted into any form used and required by the ACH.

[0089]

After formatting, the ACH transaction is submitted to the network used to electronically debit and credit accounts 173. Each ACH transaction is sent through a
secure wire to the Federal Reserve Bank (FRB). The FRB records who initiated the payment transmission and which accounts are to receive payment. Each
participating manufacturer establishes an ACH debit account 174 for distributing the discounts and fees to the participating �nancial institution, retailers and
dealerships. Additionally, each �nancial institution 176, retailer and dealership 178 establishes an ACH credit account for receiving discount and fee
distributions. Each product discount distribution, the processing fee for handling the product discount distribution 179, and the handling fee paid to the retailers
are debited from a manufacturer's debit account 175 and paid to a retailers' 176 and �nancial institutions' 178 ACH credit account.

[0090]

In operation, a �nancial institution receives a transaction log from the network 10 and compares the products contained within the product transaction log to the
products listed in the decile discount database 15. Alternatively, the system manager 202 may receive the transaction log from the network 10. Each product
discount match is recorded within network redemption invoicing module 57. At a predetermined time, the network redemption invoicing module 57 generates an
electronic product redemption invoice in order to debit the manufacturer's and distributor's accounts. The �nancial institution collects the redemption and
handling fees paid by the manufacturers and distributors. Alternatively, the system manager 202 may collect the redemption and handling fees. The rebates and
fees collected may be electronically transferred between the manufacturers and �nancial organizations. The rebates, refunds and incentives may be credited to
an account associated with a retailer recognizing an incentive with a customer, to an account associated with the �nancial institution, to an account associated
with a network management company or with an account associated with a branded goods supplier recognizing the incentive with the customer. At the
conclusion of the process, the �nancial institution measures the effectiveness of the reward program and generates a redemption productivity report.
Alternatively, the system manager 202 may determine the effectiveness of the reward program. All redemption productivity reports are handled by the network
redemption invoicing module 57.

[0091]

The system distributes the incentives list 200 through means including, but not limited to, an ATM 30, a bank teller 31, monthly banking statements 32, a
customer service representative 33, direct mail 34, a telephone 35, or a PC/Internet 36. For example, an ATM 30 may be used to distribute the incentives list 200,
as shown in FIG. 6. A customer begins the transaction process by �rst inserting an ATM card into the ATM. Once the customer inserts an ATM card or other bank
issued card into the ATM, the ATM validates 70 the customer ID number and password stored on the ATM card's magnetic stripe, on a microchip, or in the ATM's
biometrics database. The ATM validates the customer by comparing the stored ID and password with the ID and password entered at the ATM machine by the
customer. If the password is invalid, the customer is rejected and the transaction is terminated 71. If the password is valid, the ATM transaction is transmitted 72
to the �nancial institution's central computer system 73 for processing. When the transaction is received by the �nancial institution's central computer system
73, a signal 74 is immediately communicated to the VDS application 37. The VDS application 37, upon receipt of a signal from the ATM, generates an
acceptance or rejection reward message 76, which is sent back to the customer's ATM location. This message is used to prompt the customer to decide
whether to accept or to reject the incentives list 200.

[0092]

The message requesting acceptance or rejection of the incentives list 200 is transmitted to the display screen after the ATM transaction has been processed. A
response timer 77 is used within the reward system to cancel the offer if no response is received within a speci�c time period. If a customer ends the ATM
transaction without sending a reject response, the system automatically cancels compiling the incentives list 200 when the period for response elapses 79. If an
accept response 80 is received while waiting for a response 78, the incentive distribution system transmits the incentives list 200, as shown in FIG. 3B, to the
customer's ATM location 81. On the other hand, if the customer is found ineligible during the compiling process, a message is transmitted to the ATM informing
the customer of the ineligibility status and terminating the ATM transaction.

[0093]

While the �nancial institution is processing a customer's ATM transaction, the VDS application 37 begins compiling the customer's incentives list 200, as shown
in FIGS. 7 and 8. The customer database 90 is then searched for a participating customer match 83. If a match is detected 84, the system queries the
transaction activity database 91 in order to obtain the customer's network activity, statistical activity and account activity pro�les which are used to determine
which incentives are to be distributed to the customer. As set forth above, each �nancial institution determines its ranking schema for rewarding their customers
with incentives. Alternatively, the manufacturers and distributors could make this decision.

[0094]

After the transaction database has been queried for the necessary information 85, the system calculates and assembles 86 the incentives list in the following
manner. Each customer's transaction levels are mapped to the decile reward level assignment 93. The system interrogates the decile mapping database 92 in
order to establish which decile reward level the customer is eligible to receive 87. Once the decile level has been established, the system 87 retrieves the
incentives from the decile level assignment 93 database. After completing the calculation phase, the customer's incentives are compiled 88 and transmitted 81,
as shown in FIG. 6, to the customer's ATM location. If the customer is ineligible 84 to receive an incentives list 200, a message stating the ineligibility is
transmitted 89.

[0095]

FIG. 9 details a method of tracking purchases made by customers of a �nancial institution in conjunction with the incentives program. After a customer has
received the incentives list 200, the customer begins the checkout process 94. When a customer is detected by the incentive distribution system, a signal 96
alerts the customer purchase activity module 54, FIG. 4A, or 67 FIG. 5, to search the �nancial institution customer database 1 for a valid match 97. If a valid
match is found, the customer purchase activity module captures all the items processed by the POS or the order processing computer system for each customer
99. The customer purchase activity module 54 sorts all of the transactions and retrieves the transactions that are part of the �nancial institution's incentive
distribution system 100. The incentives that are identi�ed as part of the incentive distribution system are stored in the �nancial institution redemption database
101. The remaining products offered, but not redeemed, are captured.

[0096]

As described above and shown in FIG. 10, the incentive distribution system acts as a redemption clearinghouse by crediting and debiting the accounts held by
participants. After the �nancial institution completes the end-of-day processing 102, the decile discount distribution module 20, shown in FIG. 1, compiles 103
an updated version of the encrypted customer database to be distributed to the retailer and dealership network 104. The network management module 11 then
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Patent Citations (49)

Publication number Priority date Publication date Assignee Title

US3505646A * 1965-10-21 1970-04-07 Auerbach Corp
For Information

Automatic parimutuel wagering system

US3716697A * 1971-05-05 1973-02-13 Fmc Corp Automatic marketing system

US3959624A * 1974-12-13 1976-05-25 Walter Kaslow Coded merchandising coupon

US4114027A * 1976-09-13 1978-09-12 The Mosler Safe
Company

On-line/off-line automated banking system

US4247759A * 1978-10-10 1981-01-27 Cubic Western
Data

Self-service passenger ticketing system

US4365148A * 1979-12-19 1982-12-21 Franklin Electric
Co., Inc.

Data processing system

US4415065A * 1980-11-17 1983-11-15 Sandstedt Gary O Restaurant or retail vending facility

US4415802A * 1981-08-03 1983-11-15 E. I. Du Pont De
Nemours And
Company

Cross identi�cation system and lock

transmits the updated database to the retailer and dealership networks 105. During the same transmission period, the �nancial institution retrieves the daily
incentive purchases from its databases for the retailer and dealership network 106. Next, the incentive distribution system retrieves 107 and updates 108 the
incentives to be offered to the customers by the �nancial institution.
Once the customer purchases are stored 109, the system begins a reporting cycle. The incentive distribution system generates a redemption report that details
the redemptions received the previous day 110. When the redemption report is completed 111, the incentive distribution system generates an invoice for each
manufacturer. These invoices may be sent to the manufacturers via the ACH or an equivalent network. The �nal stage of the exchange process is to determine
the processing fee 112 due from the manufacturers paying for the redemption. Once the processing has been determined, an invoice is generated 113 and sent
to the manufacturer and a report is generated 114. Preferably, the handling fee invoices are generated on a monthly basis.

[0098]

As shown in FIG. 11, a �nancial institution may distribute an incentives list 200 to a customer through one of its teller workstations. In order to receive an
incentives list 200 from the decile discount distribution module 20, as shown in FIG. 1A, the teller workstation should be communicating on-line to a �nancial
institution's central computer system 115. If operating on-line 116, each transaction processed by the teller is transmitted to the bank central computer system.
When the teller transaction is received by the central computer 117, a signal 118 is transmitted to the VDS application 37, as shown in FIG. 1A. The VDS
application 37 compiles the incentives list 200 as described previously and shown in FIGS. 7 and 8. After the �nancial institution's central computer system
transmits a response 119 to the teller, an additional message prompting the customer to accept or reject the incentives list 200 is transmitted to the teller 120.
This message informs the teller whether the customer being processed is eligible for an incentives list 200. If the customer is eligible, the teller solicits the
customer to accept or reject the incentives list 200. A timer is set that limits the period for response. If the timer expires before receiving an answer, the period
for acceptance of the offer is terminated 123. If an accept response is received prior to expiration of the timer, the VDS application 37 generates the incentives
list 125.

[0099]

FIG. 12 shows the process by which an incentives list 200 is distributed to a customer as part of the �nancial institution's monthly account statement. After a
�nancial institution has completed end-of-month processing 126, a print cycle is started 128 for all participating reward customers 127. The incentive
distribution system tests the last customer 130 that is to receive an incentives list 200 within the monthly statement in order to insure that the system is working
properly. Upon completion of the test, the incentives lists 200 are inserted into each customer's monthly statement 131. At the beginning of the print cycle, a
signal 132 is transmitted to the VDS application 37 for each customer participating in the program. After compiling an incentives list 200 for a customer, the
incentives list 200 is printed 134. This cycle is repeated as necessary in order to print the desired number of incentive lists 200. Once the print cycle is
completed for all customers in the database, the incentives lists 200 are inserted into the customers' monthly statements.

[0100]

FIG. 13 depicts the method for distributing an incentives list 200 to a customer via a customer service representative (CSR). Typically, a customer initiates
contact with a CSR 136. However, the CSR may initiate contact with the customer. Generally, the CSR is responsible for new accounts, loan inquiries, safe deposit
box rentals, and other general bank product or service offerings. Preferably, each CSR has the ability to review a customer information �le (CIF) including a data
entry �eld showing the incentives for which each customer is eligible 137. Based upon each customer's eligibility, as shown within the data �eld, the CSR offers
an incentives list 200 to the customer. If the customer accepts the reward offer 138, the CSR generates an acceptance command and sends it to the �nancial
institution's central computer system 139. A signal 140 is immediately transmitted to the VDS application 37, requesting that an incentives list 200 be compiled.
After the reward incentives list 200 is compiled 141, as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, the list is downloaded and printed at the CSR's location 142. The incentives list
200 may be delivered to the customer in person in the o�ce, via mail or electronic mail, or through any other means of communication between the �nancial
institution and the bank.

[0101]

FIG. 14 depicts a method of distributing incentives lists 200 to customers via direct mail. A direct mail print cycle 144 is started for participating customers 143
in the customer database of the �nancial institution 1. A continuous test 145 is performed during the print cycle seeking the last participating customer 146. The
print cycle runs until an incentives list is printed for the last customer on the list. When the test for the last customer is concluded, the incentives lists 200 are
mailed to the customers. At the start of the direct mail cycle, a signal 147 is communicated to the VDS application 37, requesting it to compile an incentives list
200 for each participating customer 148. Once the incentives list 200 is compiled, the list is printed 149 and the print cycle begins again 150. Once the last
customer has been processed, the incentives lists 200 are mailed 151 to the customers.

[0102]

FIG. 15 shows a method of issuing incentives lists 200 through a �nancial institution's telephone home banking network, which includes, but is not limited to, an
on-line network and a call center network. The method begins when a customer calls the telephone banking center 152. The telephone banking system prompts
the customer to enter a valid account number and password. Once identi�ed as a valid customer, the telephone banking system generates a voice script of the
various account and product options available 153. Part of the voice script is a voice prompt 154 that informs the customer of their reward incentives list 200
eligibility. If accepted 155, a signal is communicated to the VDS application 37. When the signal is received 156, the system compiles 157 and prints 158 the
incentives list 200. After the print cycle is completed the incentives list 200 is mailed to the customer 159.

[0103]

FIG. 16 depicts a method of issuing an incentives list 200 to a customer via a �nancial institution's PC/Internet network. The method begins when a customer
connects to the �nancial institution's Internet site 160. The display may be created using any display language including, but not limited to HTML, Java script or
other software. Preferably, the bank customer may download an incentives list 200 by clicking an icon. If accepted 163, a signal 164 is communicated to the
VDS application 37. When the signal is received, an incentives list 200 is compiled for the customer 165. The incentives list 200 is then displayed 166 on the
customer's PC/Internet computer display. If the customer accepts the incentives list 200, a print cycle 167 is executed from the customer's PC/Internet
computer.

[0104]

While various embodiments of this invention have been set forth above, these descriptions of the preferred embodiment are given for purposes of illustration
and explanation. Variations, changes, modi�cations, and departures from the systems and methods disclosed above may be adopted without departure from the
spirit and scope of this invention.

[0105]
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Solutions, Inc.
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US9654541B1 2012-11-12 2017-05-16 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.
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Services Company,
Inc.
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US9665854B1 2011-06-16 2017-05-30 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Authentication alerts

US9690820B1 2007-09-27 2017-06-27 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Database system for triggering event noti�cations based on updates to database
records

US9710852B1 2002-05-30 2017-07-18 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Credit report timeline user interface

US9767309B1 2015-11-23 2017-09-19 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Access control system for implementing access restrictions of regulated database
records while identifying and providing indicators of regulated database records
matching validation criteria

US9830646B1 2012-11-30 2017-11-28 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Credit score goals and alerts systems and methods

US9853959B1 2012-05-07 2017-12-26 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Storage and maintenance of personal data

US9870589B1 2013-03-14 2018-01-16 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Credit utilization tracking and reporting

US9892457B1 2014-04-16 2018-02-13 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Providing credit data in search results

US9892419B1 2011-05-09 2018-02-13 Bank Of America
Corporation

Coupon deposit account fraud protection system

US9934537B2 2006-07-18 2018-04-03 American Express
Travel Related
Services Company,
Inc.

System and method for providing offers through a social media channel

US10075446B2 2008-06-26 2018-09-11 Experian Marketing
Solutions, Inc.

Systems and methods for providing an integrated identi�er

US10078838B2 * 2011-07-13 2018-09-18 Visa International
Service Association

Systems and methods to communicate with transaction terminals

US10102570B1 2013-03-14 2018-10-16 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Account vulnerability alerts

US10102536B1 2013-11-15 2018-10-16 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Micro-geographic aggregation system

US10242019B1 2014-12-19 2019-03-26 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

User behavior segmentation using latent topic detection

US10255610B1 2006-12-04 2019-04-09 Lmb Mortgage
Services, Inc.

System and method of enhancing leads

US10255598B1 2012-12-06 2019-04-09 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Credit card account data extraction

US10262364B2 2007-12-14 2019-04-16 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Card registry systems and methods

US10262311B1 2014-12-17 2019-04-16 Blazer and Flip
Flops, Inc.

NFC-based payments tagging

US10262318B1 2014-12-17 2019-04-16 Blazer and Flip
Flops, Inc.

Eligibility veri�cation for real-time offers

US10262362B1 2014-02-14 2019-04-16 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Automatic generation of code for attributes

US10296887B2 * 2005-07-25 2019-05-21 Safeway Inc. Payment program for use in point-of-sale transactions

US10313480B2 2017-06-22 2019-06-04 Bank Of America
Corporation

Data transmission between networked resources

US10319031B2 2003-11-25 2019-06-11 Autoalert, Llc Generating customer-speci�c vehicle proposals for potential vehicle customers

US10325314B1 2013-11-15 2019-06-18 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Payment reporting systems

US10346874B2 2011-09-15 2019-07-09 Quotient
Technology Inc.

Checkout-based distributed of digital promotions

US10348368B2 2014-12-16 2019-07-09 Blazer and Flip
Flops, Inc.

Managing NFC devices based on downloaded data

US10373198B1 2008-06-13 2019-08-06 Lmb Mortgage
Services, Inc.

System and method of generating existing customer leads

US10395237B2 2014-05-22 2019-08-27 American Express
Travel Related

Systems and methods for dynamic proximity based E-commerce transactions



Services Company,
Inc.

US10409867B1 2016-06-16 2019-09-10 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Systems and methods of managing a database of alphanumeric values

US10410243B2 2012-12-22 2019-09-10 Quotient
Technology Inc.

Automatic recommendation of digital offers to an offer provider based on historical
transaction data

US10417704B2 2010-11-02 2019-09-17 Experian
Technology Ltd.

Systems and methods of assisted strategy design

US10430848B2 2016-10-18 2019-10-01 Autoalert, Llc. Visual discovery tool for automotive manufacturers, with network encryption, data
conditioning, and prediction engine

US10453093B1 2010-04-30 2019-10-22 Lmb Mortgage
Services, Inc.

System and method of optimizing matching of leads

US10504132B2 2012-11-27 2019-12-10 American Express
Travel Related
Services Company,
Inc.

Dynamic rewards program

US10511692B2 2017-06-22 2019-12-17 Bank Of America
Corporation

Data transmission to a networked resource based on contextual information

US10524165B2 2017-06-22 2019-12-31 Bank Of America
Corporation

Dynamic utilization of alternative resources based on token association

US10565574B2 * 2007-12-28 2020-02-18 Mastercard
International
Incorporated

Methods and systems for applying promotion codes to payment transactions

US10565181B1 2018-03-07 2020-02-18 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Database system for dynamically generating customized models

US10580011B1 2014-12-17 2020-03-03 Blazer and Flip
Flops, Inc.

NFC-based options selection

US10580054B2 2014-12-18 2020-03-03 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

System, method, apparatus and medium for simultaneously generating vehicle history
reports and preapproved �nancing options

US10621657B2 2008-11-05 2020-04-14 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Systems and methods of credit information reporting

US10664883B2 2012-09-16 2020-05-26 American Express
Travel Related
Services Company,
Inc.

System and method for monitoring activities in a digital channel

US10671749B2 2018-09-05 2020-06-02 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Authenticated access and aggregation database platform

US10678894B2 2016-08-24 2020-06-09 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Disambiguation and authentication of device users

US10679207B1 2014-12-17 2020-06-09 Blazer and Flip
Flops, Inc.

Bill splitting and account delegation for NFC

US10685398B1 2013-04-23 2020-06-16 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Presenting credit score information

US10740404B1 2018-03-07 2020-08-11 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Database system for dynamically generating customized models

US10810605B2 2004-06-30 2020-10-20 Experian Marketing
Solutions, Llc

System, method, software and data structure for independent prediction of attitudinal
and message responsiveness, and preferences for communication media, channel,
timing, frequency, and sequences of communications, using an integrated data
repository

US20200387963A1 * 2019-06-04 2020-12-10 Sap Se Automated hybrid pipeline for customer identi�cation

US10909617B2 2010-03-24 2021-02-02 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Indirect monitoring and reporting of a user's credit data

US10977727B1 2010-11-18 2021-04-13 AUTO I.D., Inc. Web-based system and method for providing comprehensive vehicle build information

US11062375B1 2014-12-17 2021-07-13 Blazer and Flip
Flops, Inc.

Automatic shopping based on historical data

US11107102B2 2011-12-20 2021-08-31 Quotient
Technology Inc.

Check-out based distribution and redemption of digital promotions

US11138632B2 * 2008-03-17 2021-10-05 Segmint Inc. System and method for authenticating a customer for a pre-approved offer of credit

US11157835B1 2019-01-11 2021-10-26 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Systems and methods for generating dynamic models based on trigger events

US11157997B2 2006-03-10 2021-10-26 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Systems and methods for analyzing data

US20210398167A1 * 2005-09-20 2021-12-23 Capital One
Services, Llc

System and method for redeeming a reward



US11210276B1 2017-07-14 2021-12-28 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Database system for automated event analysis and detection

US11216848B2 * 2012-12-05 2022-01-04 Capital One
Services, Llc

Methods and systems for dynamically providing content

US11222329B2 2012-11-05 2022-01-11 Mastercard
International
Incorporated

Electronic wallet apparatus, method, and computer program product

US11238656B1 2019-02-22 2022-02-01 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

System and method for an augmented reality experience via an arti�cial intelligence
bot

US11257117B1 2014-06-25 2022-02-22 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Mobile device sighting location analytics and pro�ling system

US11301922B2 2010-11-18 2022-04-12 AUTO I.D., Inc. System and method for providing comprehensive vehicle information

US11315179B1 2018-11-16 2022-04-26 Consumerinfo.Com,
Inc.

Methods and apparatuses for customized card recommendations

US11631101B1 2020-11-10 2023-04-18 Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A.

Unique market offer code and validation

US11682041B1 2020-01-13 2023-06-20 Experian Marketing
Solutions, Llc

Systems and methods of a tracking analytics platform

US11694227B1 2012-12-22 2023-07-04 Quotient
Technology Inc.

Forming and using master records based on consumer transaction data

US11880859B1 2020-11-10 2024-01-23 Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A.

Counteroffer for market offer code failed validation

US11887175B2 2006-08-31 2024-01-30 Cpl Assets, Llc Automatically determining a personalized set of programs or products including an
interactive graphical user interface

US11941065B1 2019-09-13 2024-03-26 Experian
Information
Solutions, Inc.

Single identi�er platform for storing entity data

US11972447B2 2010-10-25 2024-04-30 Autoalert, Llc Location alert system using vehicle identi�ers and transaction parameters

US12026750B2 * 2021-11-29 2024-07-02 Capital One
Services, Llc

Methods and systems for dynamically providing content

Family To Family Citations

US6405174B1 * 1998-10-05 2002-06-11 Walker Ditial, Llc Method and apparatus for de�ning routing of customers between merchants

US7139731B1 1999-06-30 2006-11-21 Alvin Robert S Multi-level fraud check with dynamic feedback for internet business transaction
processor

US7343335B1 * 2000-08-08 2008-03-11 Ebay Inc. Method for managing group �nances via an electronic network

US20080114676A1 * 2003-11-12 2008-05-15 Burton David M Method for providing a prepaid debit card for debt recovery

US10318940B2 * 2004-04-14 2019-06-11 Capital One
Services, Llc

System and method for providing personalized customer assistance using a �nancial
card having an RFID device

US20060064378A1 * 2004-09-21 2006-03-23 Jeff Clementz Method and apparatus for maintaining linked accounts

US8005913B1 2005-01-20 2011-08-23 Network Protection
Sciences, LLC

Controlling, �ltering, and monitoring of mobile device access to the internet, data,
voice, and applications

US20060229998A1 2005-03-31 2006-10-12 Mark Harrison Payment via �nancial service provider using network-based device

US8533199B2 2005-12-14 2013-09-10 Uni� Scienti�c
Advances, Inc

Intelligent bookmarks and information management system based on the same

US7908170B2 * 2006-01-25 2011-03-15 Asmar Alejandro G System and method for facilitating commercial transactions

NZ560430A * 2006-08-09 2008-12-24 Mining &
Construction Card
Com

Method of administering an incentive award system for commerical transactions

US7945512B2 2007-03-14 2011-05-17 Ebay Inc. Spending and savings secondary linked accounts

US20080249927A1 * 2007-04-06 2008-10-09 Rethorn Michael L Remittance recipient/sender name on sender/recipient monthly statement

CA2713539A1 * 2008-02-13 2009-08-20 Yawlin C. Chen System and method of marketing beauty products

US10255609B2 2008-02-21 2019-04-09 Micronotes, Inc. Interactive marketing system

US20090240567A1 * 2008-02-21 2009-09-24 Micronotes, Llc Interactive marketing system

EP2356621A4 * 2008-10-24 2013-11-27 Cardlytics Inc System and methods for delivering targeted marketing offers to consumers via an
online portal

US20110047017A1 * 2009-08-21 2011-02-24 Valassis
Communications,
Inc.

Offer Management Method And System

US8160921B2 * 2009-10-29 2012-04-17 Marshall & Ilsley
Corporation

System for incentivizing �nancial account users



US8688557B2 2010-09-29 2014-04-01 Fiserv, Inc. Systems and methods for customer value optimization involving relationship
optimization

US8635134B2 2011-09-07 2014-01-21 Fiserv, Inc. Systems and methods for optimizations involving insu�cient funds (NSF) conditions

US8762194B2 2012-02-28 2014-06-24 Fiserv, Inc. Systems and methods for evaluating alternative �nancial products

US8744899B2 2012-02-28 2014-06-03 Fiserv, Inc. Systems and methods for migrating customers to alternative �nancial products

CA2949348A1 2014-05-16 2015-11-19 Cardlytics, Inc. System and apparatus for identi�er matching and management

US20150339708A1 * 2014-05-21 2015-11-26 Mastercard
International
Incorporated

Methods and systems for performing third party transactions

US11538052B1 2016-12-12 2022-12-27 Dosh Holdings, Inc. System for generating and tracking offers chain of titles

US11488190B1 2016-12-12 2022-11-01 Dosh, Llc System for sharing and transferring currency

US11526881B1 2016-12-12 2022-12-13 Dosh Holdings, Inc. System for generating and tracking offers chain of titles

US11551249B1 2016-12-12 2023-01-10 Dosh Holdings, Inc. System for identifying and applying offers to user transactions

US10992738B1 * 2019-12-31 2021-04-27 Cardlytics, Inc. Transmitting interactive content for rendering by an application

US11669817B2 * 2020-03-18 2023-06-06 Capital One
Services, Llc

Methods and devices for subscription offerings
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